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Abstract. Combining data of different types and from different sources for the classification of
tree species has gained popularity recently, but training models on such datasets often requires
more computational demands and does not always result in higher accuracy due to feature redun-
dancy and irrelevance. Thus preprocessing data using dimensionality reduction (DR) methods
can be employed to improve the classification accuracy and reduce computations. The objective
of this research is to investigate and compare tree species classification performance for different
classification algorithms [naive Bayes (NB), logistic regression (LR), random forest (RF),
and support vector machine (SVM)], combined with various DR methods (correlation-based
feature selection filter, information gain, wrapper methods, and principal component analysis).
Two primary datasets are used—QuickBird and LiDAR, as well as derived topography data.
When DR is used prior to classification, the NB classifier had a significant improvement in
accuracy. SVM and RF had the best classification accuracy without DR. The overall accuracies
(OA) of SVM and RF are 88.2% and 87.2% (kappa 0.84 and 0.83), respectively, followed
closely by LR (OA: 84.8%, kappa: 0.79) and more distantly by NB (OA: 79%, kappa: 0.72).
It is recommended to use SVM and RF without DR or NB with DR for tree species classification.
© 2019 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JRS.13.018502]
Keywords: tree species; dimensionality reduction; naive Bayes; logistic regression; random
forest; support vector machine.
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1 Introduction
Computer-aided techniques have improved the speed of classifying and mapping vegetation and
other earth’s surface objects viewed from remote sensing imagery.1 The availability of various
remote sensing images provides abundant information regarding not only spectral information
but also texture data to classify floristic composition up to the species and association level.2,3
More available data require more resources and efforts in object classification, but the results do
not always achieve higher accuracy. Different supervised and unsupervised machine-learning
techniques are helping to make the identification of objects easier than ever. However, more
features (or variables) do not mean better classification results because of the existence of
irrelevant and unuseful variables.4 As a result, dimensionality reduction (DR) methods could
be used to select suitable variables.
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Vegetation classification is among important applications of remote sensing in land use and
land cover mapping and monitoring. Information on the spatial distribution of tree species, espe-
cially for those with high ecological, economic, and cultural significance as well as those under
threat, is important for managers and policy makers when deciding on appropriate conservation
strategies. Pohutukawa (Metrosideros excelsa) is an example; this is a native tree species in
New Zealand which has been subject to fires and land clearance, and more recently possum
(Didelphimorphia) browsing.5 Pohutukawa is a multistemmed tree up to 25 m high with large,
rounded crowns. Identifying and mapping this tree species have been mostly based on field data
such as in Simpson,6 which is costly and time-consuming to perform. Although the application
of remote sensing has become widespread, so far, there has been only the research of Pham et al.7
applying remote sensing technology for classifying these trees. It is also important to note that in
Ref. 7, the researchers only employed a single machine-learning technique for DR [random
forest (RF)] and vegetation species classification [support vector machine (SVM)].
Many studies have combined spectral information derived from multispectral or hyperspec-
tral images with height information derived from LiDAR data, which has improved the accuracy
of tree species classification.7,8 These studies showed that information diversity from multiple
datasets results in more features for classification. Multispectral data can provide spectral reflec-
tance and texture features, which are useful information to distinguish different tree species/
types. More specifically, spectral reflectance features are related to different characteristics
of tree canopies including photosynthetic pigments of plant tissue, canopy structure such as
branch density, and tree size.9,10 Texture information is linked to foliage characteristics such
as size and density and crown closure. In terms of LiDAR data, many features derived from
LiDAR such as height features, return types, intensity, and relative crown base height features
are related to vertical structure of individual trees; therefore, they are complementary to the
multispectral data to improve the tree types/species classification. However, not all features
are useful for classification and even unnecessary features may decrease the performance.
DR methods may be used to reduce the redundancy and irrelevance of features. However,
studies on the comparison of various classifiers combined with DR methods for tree species
classification is limited. There were studies which used single datasets and compared two
machine-learning algorithms: RF and SVMs.10,11
This study attempted to fill the gap in understanding the combination between classifiers and
DR techniques and compare the performance of a variety of machine-learning classification
algorithms [naive Bayes (NB), logistic regression (LR), RF, and SVM], combined with different
DR methods [correlation-based feature selection filter (CFS), information gain (InfoGain), wrap-
per methods (wrapper), and principal component analysis (PCA)]. We used the same dataset as
in Ref. 7, which was a comprehensive set of data of field trips, Lidar, and spectral imagery for
this experiment.
2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Study Area and Datasets
The research area was the eastern Coromandel region in New Zealand (36°48’30”S to
36°55’30”S latitude, and 175°38’30”E and 175°48’30”E longitude) [see Fig. 2(a)]. The site
is characterized by different land cover types, but this research only focuses on identifying
four important tree species/types: Pohutukawa (Metrosideros excels), Manuka/Kanuka
(Leptospermum scoparium/Kunzea ericoides), other broadleaf species, and coniferous species.
Popular coniferous species are rimu (Dacrydium cupressinum) and radiata pine (Pinus radiate).
Common native broadleaved species are kohekohe (Dysoxylum spectabile), kowhai (Sophora
microphylla), and puriri (Vitex lucens).12
A QuickBird image and a LiDAR point cloud were used due to the relationship between
the spatial resolution of remote sensing imagery and area of tree canopies and data availability.
The QuickBird image was captured on November 5, 2010 (Fig. 1) and has a panchromatic band
(450 to 900 nm and 0.6-m spatial resolution) and four multispectral bands—blue (450 to 520 nm),
green (520 to 600 nm), red (630 to 690 nm), and NIR (760 to 900 nm)—with 2.4-m spatial
resolution. The QuickBird image was atmospherically corrected using ATCOR-3 developed
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by Ref. 13. The hue-saturation-intensity method was chosen for panchromatic sharpening to
increase the spatial resolution to 0.6-m spatial resolution because this method can provide
the best balance between the spectral and spatial information for QuickBird imagery when
compared to other methods such as Gram–Schmidt and principal component.14 The LiDAR
dataset was captured during February and March 2013. The maximum number of returns for
each pulse was four, and the average point density was 1.2 point∕m2.
For training and comparing the classification performance of feature selection and classifi-
cation techniques, a ground-truth dataset was collected using a random sampling approach in
November to December 2014. There were total 500 trees identified and distributed over the
study area, 125 trees for each type of the four species/types in the region.
To evaluate the effects of DR methods on classifiers, a range of training set sizes, including
10, 25, 50, 75, 100, and 125 samples per class were used. This range is commonly used in remote
sensing studies.11,15 The supervised resampling filter in the WEKA Workbench16 was used to
generate small training sets from larger dataset containing ground truth information. The WEKA
workbench includes advanced machine-learning algorithms and data preprocessing tools.
It is designed to preprocess input data, evaluate machine-learning algorithms, and visualize
the input data and the machine-learning results.
2.2 Methods
Identification of tree species using information derived from QuickBird and LiDAR data
includes the following steps (an overview in Fig. 1). First, image segmentation, which divides
an image into contiguous and separate areas called image objects (individual trees) was carried
out automatically using eCognition. For each image object, there were seventy-four features
extracted from QuickBird and LiDAR data, including four main categories: spectral, height,
intensity, and topography (see in Table 1). The gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)
and gray-level difference vector (GLDV) features were the texture features used. The relative
height percentiles were calculated as the height percentile of laser returns divided by the maxi-
mum height of laser returns within individual tree crowns. The topographical wetness index used
calculated using the formula developed by Ref. 17. Second step, DR was implemented to obtain
a set of useful variables based on the 74 features. Then the image objects were classified into
different species/types and were followed by the accuracy assessment to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the different combined DR and classification methods. The performance of the clas-
sifiers with different levels of sample training data, ranging from 10 to 125 samples per class,
was also compared.
The procedures used to segment individual trees and extract image features from the image
objects are described in Ref. 7. For generating individual tree segments, first, object types such as
grasslands or bare ground were masked using a threshold height value (lower than 2 m) derived
from canopy height model (see Ref. 7 for more details). The remaining objects included trees
and buildings. They were distinguished from each other by (1) using the multiresolution
Segmentation
and feature
extraction
QuickBird Point cloud LiDAR
Segmentation to create individual tree objects
Feature extractions (48 from QuickBird image, 18 from LiDAR,
8 from topographic information)
Accuracy assessment
Dimensionality
reduction
CFS InfoGain PCAWrapper
Classifying Naïvebayes
Logistic
regression
Random
forest SVM
Fig. 1 Work flow of mapping tree species using DR and classification techniques.
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segmentation algorithm in eCognition to generate image objects with the four bands from the
Quickbird image as input layers and the scale parameter set as 20; (2) classifying trees and
buildings using values of elevation difference and normalized difference vegetation index.
Trees can include a single-tree crown or a cluster of tree crowns. To delineate single-tree crowns
from cluster ones, there are different algorithms that could be used, such as region growing,
template matching, and valley-following. In this research, we used the region growing for
delineating individual tree crown because it outperformed the other two methods.18 The region
growing method was run automatically using the image object fusion and parent process object
Table 1 Image object features were used for classifications
Categories Input layers Object features
Number of
features
Spectral Blue Mean of each layer 48
Green Standard deviation of each layer
Red Texture variables of each layer: GLCM mean,
GLCM standard deviation, GLCM correlation,
GLCM homogeneity, GLCM contrast, GLCM dissimilarity,
GLCM entropy, GLDV mean, GLDV contrast, GLDV entropy
Nir
Height Point cloud
LiDAR data
hmean1: mean height of all returns within each tree crown 11
hmean2: mean height of first returns within each tree crown
hmax: maximum height of all returns within each tree crown
hmin: minimum height of all returns within each tree crown
reh10: relative 10th height percentile of all returns within
each tree crown
reh25: relative 25th height percentile of all returns within
each tree crown
reh50: relative 50th height percentile of all returns within
each tree crown
reh75: relative 75th height percentile of all returns within
each tree crown
reh90: relative 90th height percentile of all returns within
each tree crown
hst: standard deviation of all returns within each tree crown
hcoef: coefficient of variation of all returns within each tree crown
Intensity Point cloud
LiDAR data
imean1: mean intensity of all returns within each tree crown 7
imean2: mean intensity of first returns within each tree crown
imax: maximum intensity of all returns within each tree crown
imin: minimum intensity of all returns within each tree crown
ist1: standard deviation of all returns within each tree crown
ist2: standard deviation of first returns within each tree crown
icoef: coefficient of variation of all returns within each tree crown
Topographic DEM Mean of each layer 8
Slope Standard deviation of each layer
Aspect
Topographic
wetness index
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in the eCognition software. These algorithms would merge treetop points with neighbor pixels
that are similar and defined by crown extents, circular shapes, and the ration of length to width of
the crown thresholds (see Ref. 7 about how to determine treetop points and criteria to define
the values of thresholds). Figure 2(b) illustrates the individual crown trees obtained from the
segmentation process. Features of individual trees including spectral and texture features such
as Haralick’s features, height features (mean height of laser returns, relative height percentiles
of laser returns, etc.), intensity features (mean intensity of laser returns) were extracted using
eCognition, while the topographic features were calculated using ArcGIS.
2.3 Dimensionality Reduction Methods
DR methods can be categorized as feature selection and feature extraction.19
2.3.1 Feature selection methods
The feature selection process selects a subset from the original feature set, including filter and
wrapper methods.
Filter methods. Filter methods use feature ranking to select variables. A metric is used to
compute the feature score, and then all features with a score below a user defined threshold are
removed.19 The advantages of filter methods are that they do not require high-computational
Fig. 2 (a) QuickBird image of the Coromandel study area: the coordinate is in NZTM2000
projection system and (b) individual tree crowns are represented by polygons.
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demand and operate independently of the choice of classifier.20 Two filter methods were used in
this research: correlation-based feature selection and InfoGain.
• CFS: CFS is a multivariate filter algorithm that uses a correlation-based heuristic evalu-
ation function21 to select a subset of features. These features are individually correlated
with the class but uncorrelated with each other. The CFS’s feature subset evaluation
function is described by Ref. 22 as follows:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;657Ms ¼
krcf
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kþ kðk − 1Þrff0
q ; (1)
whereMs is the heuristic “merit” of a feature subset S containing k features, rcf is the mean
feature-class correlation (f€S), and rff is the average feature-feature intercorrelation.
• InfoGain: InfoGain is a metric for univariate filters which ranks features based on infor-
mation value called entropy. The InfoGain value of a feature is a measure of the amount of
uncertainty that is reduced for a target class when this feature is used. Features with higher
InfoGain values have a greater probability of improving the classification.22 As in Ref. 23,
the formula for entropy and InfoGain are:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;515 ntropy ¼
Xn
i¼1
ð−pi log2 piÞwithpi is the probability of class i; (2)
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;455InfoGain ðclass; attributeÞ; entropy ðclassÞ − entropy ðclassjattributeÞ: (3)
Wrapper methods. Wrapper methods employ a search procedure to extract relevant feature
sets and evaluate these feature sets using a machine-learning algorithm with cross validation.
In the search procedure, the space of possible feature subsets is defined, and various subsets of
features are generated. The evaluation of a specific feature subset is based on the classification
accuracy of a classification model for this subset. Search algorithms can be broadly classified as
sequential feature selection (SFS) and heuristic search.19 The ability of interacting between fea-
ture subset search and classification model and taking feature dependencies into consideration
are strengths of wrapper approaches. Forward selection and backward elimination are examples
of the SFS. The SFS starts with no features (all features) and then sequentially add features
(remove features) until the classification performance is not improved from the further addition
(elimination).23 The latter assesses different subsets which are created either by searching around
in a search space or by creating solutions to the optimization problem.19 Genetic algorithm
and particle swarm optimization are two common algorithms of heuristic search. However,
the disadvantages of using wrapper methods include having a higher possibility of over-fitting
than filter methods and computationally expensive.24
In our research, the machine-learning algorithm used in the wrapper methods is the same
for the classification. For example, the SVM used for classification process is also used in
the wrapper methods. Although this can result in a lot of computation being required to
build the classifier, it will prevent the feature selection process from over-fitting to a different
inductive bias. We used linear forward selection as a search algorithm.
2.3.2 Feature extraction method
Feature extraction uses a transformation of the original features into a lower dimensional space.
In this study, we focused on the PCA. PCA is one of the most popular feature extraction methods
used in machine learning.25,26 The first step is to find the principal components of the dataset.
This is done by computing the covariance matrix of the data, and then performing an eigende-
composition. Once principal components have been obtained, a linear transformation can be
constructed by concatenating the most informative eigenvectors into a matrix. By multiplying
vectors from the original feature space by this matrix, the dimensionality of the data can be
reduced while retaining most of the information.
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Both feature selection methods (CFS, InfoGain, and wrapper methods) and feature extraction
method (PCA) were implemented in the WEKA Workbench.
2.4 Classification Techniques
A range of classification algorithms were compared, including NB, LR, RF, and SVM.
2.4.1 Naive Bayes classifier
The NB classifier uses Bayes’ theorem to predict a new instance and assumes that the predictive
variables are independent given the output class.27,28 The NB formula calculates the un-
normalized posterior probabilities of each class using the following equation:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;116;590Pðcjx1; x2; : : : ; xnÞ ¼
Q
n
i¼1 PðxijcÞPðcÞ
Pðx1; x2; : : : ; xnÞ
; (4)
where Pð·Þ refers to the probability; x1; x2; : : : ; xn and are conditionally independent attributes
given the class variable c. The instance is then categorized into the class associated with the
highest un-normalized probability value.
2.4.2 Logistic regression classifier
LR classifiers are linear models for solving binary classification problems.29 Because the data
contained more than two classes, we selected one of the several generalizations to multiclass
data. Namely, multinomial LR also goes by the name of SoftMax regression.30 This method builds
a set of binary LR models, each corresponding to a different class. Each of these models can then
be used to compute a score indicating how likely a novel instance is to belong to each class.
By normalizing this vector of scores, we can produce a categorical distribution over the possible
classes. To make a prediction, one simply selects the class corresponding to the highest probability.
Like building LR models, these SoftMax regression models can be trained by minimizing the
negative log-likelihood of the model parameters using numerical optimization algorithms.
2.4.3 Random Forest classifier
An RF is an ensemble method that combines multiple decision trees by aggregating their
predictions and treating them as votes.31 Each tree is built from a bootstrap sample generated
by sampling data randomly with replacement from the original dataset. A random subset of
the features is used when determining the best split at each node of the tree—a technique
known as feature bagging.32,33 New instances are classified based on the majority vote of
the decision trees in the ensemble. Two parameters—mtry (the number of predictors) and
ntree (the number of classification trees—need to be specified. These two parameters were
identified using the multisearch scheme in the WEKA Workbench.
2.4.4 Support Vector Machines classifier
SVM algorithm, formally developed by Vapnik,34 implicitly maps the original training data into
a higher dimensional vector space, through the use of a kernel function, where the maximum
margin separating hyperplane is used to classify the input data.35,36 In this research, the Gaussian
radial basis function (RBF) was used as the kernel function. Given the training data T with
n samples: T ¼ fðx1; y1Þ; ðx2; y2Þ: : : ðxn; ynÞg, xi ∈ Rd and yi ∈ f−1; 1g, i ¼ 1;2; : : : ; n, the
SVM classification model can be written as
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;116;122fðxÞ ¼ sign
Xn
i;j¼1
αiyiKðxi; xjÞ þ b

; (5)
where K is the kernel function, αi is a Lagrange multiplier, and b is a scalar bias term.
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The RBF-SVM was used for many reasons. First, the RBF kernel can deal with the situation
where the relationship between the class labels and features is nonlinear. Second, the RBF kernel
has fewer tuning parameters than the polynomial and the sigmoid kernels. There are two param-
eters required for an RBF-SVM: the regularization coefficient (C) and the kernel smoothness
(gamma). The multisearch function in WEKAWorkbench was used to find a good assignment
for these two parameters. Values in the set 2i with i ¼ −10;−9; : : : ; 15 were considered for C,
and 2i with i ¼ −8;−2; : : : ; 8 for gamma.
2.5 Validation and Comparison Method
To obtain a reliable result for each algorithm, a 10-fold cross validation was performed on
the entire data set and repeated 5 times. For each 10-fold cross-validation process, the dataset
was first divided into 10 equal-sized parts or folds. Subsequently, 10 iterations of training and
validation were performed. With each iteration, a different fold was held out for validation and
the remaining nine folds were used for training the classification model.
The overall accuracy (OA) and the kappa coefficient of agreement were used to measure
the accuracy of each classifier with and without using DR. In addition, the McNemar’s test,
a nonparametric test was performed to compare different classifiers as suggested by Foody,37
Pal and Foody.11 The McNemar’s test is based on the following equation:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;116;507z ¼ f12 − f21ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f12 þ f21
p ; (6)
where f12 and f21, respectively, are the number of objects correctly identified by one classifier
and not the other.
3 Results and Discussions
DR is often employed to reduce the number of bands for hyperspectral data products,38 but in this
study, we focused on using DR in reducing irrelevant spectral and texture variables from multi-
spectral data and other features from LiDAR data such as height features. The DR techniques
that we used had the same principle as the DR were used for hyperspectral data, which aimed to
remove noise and redundant variables. Nevertheless, the latter technique has not been assessed
for different combinations of DR and classifiers for vegetation classification yet.
This research compares four different classifiers combined with four different DR methods,
and six different levels of sampling; thus, a total of 96 unique combinations are analyzed pro-
ducing many results. The results include comparing (1) the performance of the four different
classifiers combined with the four different DR methods, (2) the performance of the different
classifiers using a range of sample sizes and no DR, and (3) the best combinations of classifier
and DR (or no DR) are presented using different sample sizes. Figure 3 illustrates tree classi-
fication using SVM without DR.
The accuracy of the NB classifier was improved using DR method, but not RF and SVM.
Table 2 and Fig. 4 show the performance of each classifier with 125 training samples per class
combined with four different DR methods and no DR with the McNemar test results. The CFS
and wrapper methods improved the accuracy significantly for the NB classifier. The NB is a
probabilistic classifier based on the Bayes theorem, in which each feature NBi is conditionally
and ideally independent from every other features NBj (i ≠ j).27 This means that NB is sensitive
to redundant and irrelevant features, and this confirmed what was found in Ref. 38. The appli-
cation of DR in this case, thus, improved the performance of classification. DR techniques did
not improve the performance of RF, and when RF was used with PCA, it reduced the accuracy.
RF performs an implicit feature selection or feature weighting in its learning process;31 therefore,
reducing the number of input features does not enhance the classification performance. The
transformation of original variables into principal components (in PCA) may not necessarily
retain all the information in the original dataset so the accuracy of combined PCA and
RF was reduced. In the case of SVM, the input data can be grouped using different
hyperplanes.35,36 DR would help reduce redundant data, but it also weakens the prediction
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Table 2 Comparison between four different classifiers combined with four different DR methods
and no DR with 10-fold CV repeated 5 times and McNemar’s test at the 95% confidence level
(Z ≥ j1.96j).
Classifiers DR method OA (%)
NB CFS 77.7 (+)
InfoGain 72.9 (*)
PCA 75.7 (*)
Wrapper NB + linear forward selection 79.0 (+)
No DR 71
LR CFS 83.5 (*)
InfoGain 83.9 (*)
PCA 81.6 (*)
Wrapper LR + linear forward selection 84.1 (*)
No DR 84.8
RF CFS 85.3 (*)
InfoGain 86.2 (*)
PCA 78.6 (-)
Wrapper RF + linear forward selection 87.0 (*)
No DR 87.2
SVM CFS 85.9 (*)
InfoGain 85.8 (*)
PCA 84.9 (-)
Wrapper SVM + linear forward selection 87.0 (*)
No DR 88.2
Note: (+) and (-) denote that the result was statistically better or worse, respectively, than the no DR, whereas
(*) denotes that there was no significant difference.
Fig. 3 Tree objects were classified by the SVM without DR.
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about the location of the hyperplanes. Since DR also did not improve most of the classifiers’
performance, we can conclude that the more dimensions of the data are considered, the smaller
error rates globally are. In theory, classifying techniques combined with DR should reduce noise
in collected data, but since the original dimension of remote sensing data is not high, the ad-
vantage of DR is not clear.
We also notice that the performance of the classifiers became better when the number of
samples increased. Figure 4 also shows the effect of training sample size on classification
performance. Figure 5, for visual convenience, only compares the classifiers without DR. The
accuracy of the NB classifier increases much slower than the other methods once the sample
sizes are over 50, or the NB classifier works well with small training datasets. This confirms what
was found in other 15 machine-learning applications in Ng and Jordan.39 Table 3 supports these
finding by showing the OA and kappa values with the level of statistical significance.
Each combination between classifiers and DR performed differently with a sample size.
Table 4 and Fig. 6 show the comparison in the performance of each classifier when combined
with the best DR (or no DR) in the previous experiments that suits each classifier for a particular
training sample size. When the training sample size is 25 or less there is no difference in the
performance of the different classifiers when these are combined with the most suitable DR (or
no DR). This is because when a small sample size was used, it could result in nonsignificant
results of the tests for the difference among classifiers.36 When the sample size is 50 or greater,
SVM is better than NB. SVM also has higher performance than RF when sample size is large, but
this is not significant. RF is better than SVM when the sample size is 10 but this is also not
significant. RFs and SVMs are both capable of approximating arbitrary nonlinear functions, with
the accuracy of this approximation constrained by the regularization parameters of each scheme.
For LR, although in general its OA and kappa were lower than RF, no statistically significant
difference was found. This trend does not extend to the comparison with SVM, where LR was
statistically significantly worse than SVM when the sample size is 125. The ability of these
nonlinear methods to outperform LR provides some evidence that there is an inherent nonlinear
relationship between the input features and the log odds of the output target variable.
Fig. 4 Classification accuracy (OA) of (a)–(d) NB, LR, RF, and SVM with different DR and no DR
using a range of training samples per class, respectively.
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Fig. 5 Classification accuracy (OA) of NB, LR, RF, and SVM with different training sizes per class
with no DR.
Table 3 Comparing NB, LR, RF, and SVM using all features and different training set sizes with
10-fold CV repeated 5 times and McNemar’s test at the 95% confidence level (Z ≥ j1.96j).
Training size
(samples per class) Classifier OA (%) Kappa
McNemar’s test
NB LR RF SVM
10 NB 61.2 0.48 NB * * *
LR 64.0 0.52 * LR * *
RF 68.0 0.57 + * RF *
SVM 65.8 0.54 * * * SVM
25 NB 67.3 0.56 NB - - -
LR 76.7 0.69 + LR * *
RF 75.4 0.67 + * RF *
SVM 75.6 0.67 + * * SVM
50 NB 67.9 0.57 NB - - -
LR 80.8 0.74 + LR * *
RF 79.0 0.72 + * RF *
SVM 82.2 0.76 + * * SVM
75 NB 69.9 0.60 NB - - -
LR 82.4 0.77 + LR * *
RF 82.0 0.76 + * RF *
SVM 85.6 0.81 + * * SVM
100 NB 70.7 0.61 NB * * *
LR 83.3 0.78 + LR * -
RF 84.0 0.79 + * RF *
SVM 87.0 0.83 + + * SVM
125 NB 71.0 0.61 NB - - -
LR 84.8 0.79 + LR * -
RF 87.2 0.83 + * RF *
SVM 88.2 0.84 + + * SVM
Note: Bolded OA and kappa scores indicate the highest performance; + and - denote that the result is sta-
tistically better or worse than the classifier compared; whereas * denotes there is no significant difference
between classifiers.
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Table 4 Comparing the best classification accuracy of NB, LR, RF, and SVM and different training
set sizes with 10-fold CV repeated 5 times and McNemar’s test at the 95% confidence level
(Z ≥j1.96j)
Training size
(samples)
Classifier + DR
(or no DR) OA (%) Kappa
McNemar’s test
NB LR RF SVM
10 NB + CFS 64.4 0.52 NB * * *
LR + InfoGain 64.5 0.53 * LR * *
RF + InfoGain 68.7 0.58 * * RF *
SVM + CFS 66.6 0.56 * * * SVM
25 NB + wrapper 74.3 0.66 NB * * *
LR + no DR 76.7 0.69 * LR * *
RF + CFS 76.3 0.68 * * RF *
SVM +CFS 77.4 0.70 * * * SVM
50 NB + wrapper 77.2 0.71 NB * - -
LR + no DR 80.8 0.74 * LR * *
RF + CFS 82.4 0.76 + * RF *
SVM + no DR 82.4 0.76 + * * SVM
75 NB + wrapper 77.7 0.71 NB * - -
LR + no DR 82.4 0.77 * LR * *
RF + CFS 83.8 0.78 + * RF *
SVM + no DR 85.6 0.81 + * * SVM
100 NB + wrapper 78.3 0.72 NB - - -
LR + CFS 83.6 0.78 + LR * *
RF + wrapper 86.7 0.81 + * RF *
SVM + no DR 87.0 0.83 + * * SVM
125 NB + wrapper 79.0 0.72 NB - - -
LR + no DR 84.8 0.79 + LR * -
RF + no DR 87.2 0.83 + * RF *
SVM + no DR 88.2 0.84 + + * SVM
Note: Bolded OA and kappa scores indicate the highest performance; + and - denote that the result is sta-
tistically significantly better or worse, respectively, than the classifier compared; whereas * denotes there is no
significant difference between classifiers.
Fig. 6 The classification accuracy of the best combination of classifier and DR (or no DR) for
different training sample sizes per class.
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This study, however, contains some uncertainties. Optical data were acquired in 2010,
LiDAR data were acquired in 2013, and the field data were collected in November to
December 2014. Although the temporal differences between these datasets, there was a little
impact on the classification for the following reasons. The differences between years among
the three datasets were not large and the classified trees were large trees (higher than 2 m).
As a result, there was not much difference between vertical structures of LiDAR with the
field data and between spectral information from Quickbird data with the field data. Second,
the QuickBird images were orthorectified by the vendor to with RMS error of 2.6 m.40 The
RMSE value is higher than the spatial resolution of the pansharpened image. When the
RMSE values of images “overlaid” the GPS locations of the trees, it can reduce identifying of
the trees. However, the RMSE values are quite small compared to the tree crown in this
study (crowns are larger than 4 m and height are higher than 2 m). Therefore, it does not impact
much the capacity of identifying trees in this study.
4 Conclusion
A range of classifiers and DR methods has been systematically studied in this research for tree
species classification to provide a clear picture of how these techniques perform and the trade-
offs associated with different sampling intensities. The four DR methods did not improve the
accuracy of SVM and RF, but improved the accuracy of NB. This research does not show that
DR methods significantly decrease the accuracy of classifiers; therefore, they can be applied
prior to classification with all four classifiers to accelerate the model fitting process—particularly
when the sample size is large.
This study has provided further evidence that SVM and RF are the best classification
algorithms compared to other machine-learning algorithms when using integrated datasets for
identifying tree species. Although NB was not as good as others in terms of classification
accuracy, when the sample size was small, it achieved similar accuracies to the other classifiers.
This is because generative models tend to outperform discriminative models when sample sizes
are small. The additional benefit of NB is that it is simple and fast compared to LR, RF, and SVM
because it does not require tuning parameters for training.
Future research could investigate the performance of other generative model, such as
Bayesian Networks, that could potentially be more sample efficient than discriminative models
such as LR, RF, and SVM.
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